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Abstract: The crisp-logic implementation of Muller-C, (CMC) which plays a 
fundamental role in delay insensitive logic circuits, is a classical, Huffman-
type asynchronous network, i.e. a single output combinational logic 
network with direct feedback. The most typical feature of CMC is the so 
called logic-hysteresis. The aim of the work presented in this paper was to 
extend the structure of CMC to a new architecture, which consists of 
various-norm fuzzy logic elements, and investigate the behaviour from the 
point of view of hysteresis-like operation. Based on the mathematical 
formules describing the next-state functions of various norms n-input fuzzy 
Muller-C (FMCn) units were modeled by a simple concurrent signal 
assignment statement, and simulated. The different norm fuzzy-union and 
intersection functions were implemented in a VHDL package. The 
simulation results are presented and discussed in the paper. The Zadeh-
norm Muller-C does not have hysteresis like behaviour, but it shows an 
other interesting feature, which is also presented. Last point of the paper 
contains important advices for implementation of fuzzy Muller-C models 
with crisp-logic components. 
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6. Introduction: The concept of fuzzy-logic hysteresis based on extension of 
crisp-logic Muller-C asynchronous circuit 

One of the basic principle of the implementation of delay insensitive logic is the dual 
rail representation of logical variables. The various input number Muller-C elements are 
the basic parts of the dual rail combinational logic and storage circuits [2], [4], [6]. 
Muller-C elements are single output combinational networks with feedback, and they 
can be described with the Huffmann model of the asynchronous crisp logic networks 
The n-input crisp Muller-C (CMCn) can be defined with its NEXT-STATE function as 
follows: 

y’ = ν(x1, x2, . . xn, y) = x1x2. . . xn + x1y + x2y + . . . +xny 

where x1, x2, ... xn are the input variables, y is the current y’ is the next state. 
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Logical hysteresis is a common property of the CMCn units. If all inputs are 0, this 
results the stable state y’= 0. The condition of setting the state y = 1 is, that all inputs 
have to rise to level 1. Returning to the state y = 0 is possible if and only if all inputs 
fall back to the level 0. 

The aim of the work presented in this paper was the extension of the NEXT-STATE 
function of CMCn to fuzzy systems with the well known fuzzy logic norms, and the 
investigation of these models focusing on the hysteresis-like behaviour. In order to 
detect a hysteresis-like operation, a definition for the hysteresis has to be introduced so 
that it must not be limited to the n-input fuzzy Muller-C models (FMCn). Since the 
Muller-C structures consisiting of fuzzy logic elements can be considedered as a 
member of the family of fuzzy flip-flops, the work presented in this paper is fitting in 
the series of papers [1], [3], [5]. 

For the definition of the hysteresis a classification of state transitions of fuzzy 
asynchronous systems is needed.  

7. Classification of states and state-transitions in fuzzy asynchronous 
models, and definition of the fuzzy hysteresis 

An attemption to give a simulation oriented definition for hysteresis-like behaviour of a 
single output fuzzy logic asynchronous unit is detailed int he following points. 
Classification of the observable states of a fuzzy asynchronous logic system is the first 
task. There are two main groups of the observable states, transient and not-transient 
states. The non-transient states can be stable and quasistable. Corresponding to these 
type of states, themselves the state-transitions also can be classified.  

7.1. Simulation model of a single state-output fuzzy asynchronous network 

The FMCn models can be considered single state-output asynchronous networks, the 
NEXT-STATE function ν(x1, x2, xn, y) of which are expressed by fuzzy operations. If 
the tool of observation of the behaviour is a VHDL simulation, the NEXT-STATE 
function can easily be modeled with a simple inertia delay concurrent signal 
assignment, as follows: 

y <= ν(x1, x2, xn, y) after Td; 

7.2. Non-transient states and their classification based on simulation experiments 

If a new input vector is applied on a single state-output fuzzy asynchronous model, and 
the run time of simulation is long enough, a tape of states will be induced. There are 
three cases on the observed tape of states. If for any long running time the states of the 
tape following each other are different values, the tape consists of fully transient states. 
If there is an ending part of the tape, which contains equal value states, or a final state 
value appears before the running time is expired, and there are no more lines on the list, 
these states are called non-transient. In the first case the states of the ending part are 
considered a single state called quasistable state, and in the second case the final state 
of the tape is called stable state. 
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7.3. Observable state-transitions in single state-output asynchronous fuzzy models  

In the following examples, let y(0) be a current state in time T0 . 

• If the simulaton is run for more than Td with unchanged input values x1, x2, ... xn, 
and does not appear a new line on the list, y(0) is stable. In a stable state 

ν(x1, x2, ... y(0)) = y(0). 

• If the simulation is run for longer than 2Td with a new vector of inputs (x1, x2, ... 
xn), state y(0) is a stable one, and the only one new line on the simulation list is 
addressed by time T0+Td, and the new state is y’ in the new line, a single step 
stable-stable transition is observed. In this case  

ν(x1, x2, . . .xn y(0)) = y(1)) and ν(x1, x2, . . .xn y(1))= y(1) 

• Let k be a natural. If the simulation is run for longer than (k+1)Td with a new 
vector of inputs x1, x2, . . .xn from a non-transient y(0), and the new line addressed 
by time T0

 + kTd is the last one on the simulation list, for the state of this line it is 
true that 

ν(x1, x2, . . .xn , y(k–1)) = y(k) and ν(x1, x2, . . .xn , y(k))= y(k), 

a multistep stable-stable or quasistatic-stable transition is observed. 

• Let k1≤ k2≤ k3 are naturals. Run the simulation longer than k2Td with a new vector 
of inputs x1, x2, . . .xn from the non-transient state y(0). If from the new line k1 to 
new line k2 the state does not change, y(k2) is a quasistatic state, and a stable-
quasistatic transition is observed. If the running time is prolonged to k3Td, and k3 
→∞, 

ν(x1, x2, . . .xn y(k3+1))- ν(x1, x2, . . .xn y(k3))→0, 

The reason of the particiular form of this list is that the simulation cannot display 
the difference between the successive states from the line k1. 

Let us introduce a new notation: If it exists, let y* (x1, x2 ... xn, y) be the final non-
transient state on the tape of states from y with x1, x2, ... xn. It follows from the above 
that a final non-transient state can be stable or quasistable. Summarize the various state 
transitions. A single step stable-stable state transition is observed if there are not 
transient states between two stable states, a multistep stable-stable state-transition is 
observed, if there is at least one transient state between two stable states, and a stable-
quasistatic state-transition can be observed, if a limit-value exists in the series of 
transient states.  

7.4. Definition of hysteresis for n-input, single state output fuzzy asynchronous 
models  

The following definition was found and applied: 

An n-input, single-output fuzzy asynchronous model with a next-state function ν(x1, x2, 
... xn, y) is considered to have hysteresis-like operation if a sub-interval [xmin , xmax] of 
[0,1] exists, for each x value of it is true that 

• y = 0 and y =1 states are stable, 
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• both y*(x, x, . . . x, 1) and y* (x, x, . . . x, 0) exist, and  

• y*(x, x, . . . x, 1) > y* (x, x, . . . x, 0). 

There is an advantage of this approach for the definition of fuzzy hysteresis: Regardless 
of the number of inputs the hysteresis can easily be drawn up on the two dimension 
plane x1=x2 = ... = xn = x of the n+1 dimension space. Another advantage of the 
approach is that the measure of the hysteresis can easily be determined, so the various 
norm solutions can easily be compared considering the measure of the hysteresis. 

8. The NEXT-STATE function and simulation model of FMCns 
Denote the various norms of fuzzy intersection and union with symbols FAND□ and 
FOR□ respectively, the NEXT-STATE function CMCn can be given with the following 
expression: 

y’ = FOR□( FAND□ (x, x, . . . x),FAND□(x, y),FAND□(x, y), . .FAND□(x, y)) 

The lower case square symbol has to be substituted for by characters specifying the 
given norms. A concurrent signal assignment statement with inertia type delay Td 
models the behaviour the FMCn in the VHDL simulation:  

y <= FOR□( FAND□ (x, x, . . . x),FAND□(x, y),FAND□(x, y), . .FAND□(x, y)) after Td; 

It is true for the models CMCn that n ≥ 2. The number of inputs can be extended to n=1 
for FMC models. The NEXT-STATE function and the concurrent signal assignment of 
FMC1 are given as follows: 

y’ = FOR□( x, FAND□(x, y)), y <= FOR□( x, FAND□(x, y)) after Td; 

9. Classification of various norm FMCn models from the point of view of 
hysteresis 

The FMCn models having hysteresis which corresponds to the definition detailed above 
are easily selected out from the tables presented below. The tables 1-4 shows the values 
of state-output, which were the results of x = 0, of x = 0.5 during the up-magnetisation 
process, of x = 1 in the end of up-magnetisation, and then of x = 0.5 again during the 
down-magnetisation, and of the final x = 0. In the cases of norms with parameters, the 
values of parameters are given in the headings of the tables. 

Table 1. Behaviour of FMC1 models with only one intermediate value (0.5) in the 
ascending and descending section of “magnetization” 

 x yZ yL yY 
w = 2 

yD 
α = 2 

yA yH 
ν = 2 

yDP 
d =0.5 

ySS 
p = 2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ↑ 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.625 0.5599 0.6667 0.6972 0.5 0.5 

 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0.5 0.5 1 0.625 0.5599 0.6667 0.6972 0.5 1 ↓ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 2. Behaviour of FMC2 models with only one intermediate value (0.5) in the 
ascending- and descending section of “magnetization” 

 x1 = 
x2 
= x 

yZ yL yY 
w = 2 

yD 
α = 2 

yA yH 
ν = 2 

yDP 
α = 2 

ySS 
p = 2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ↑ 
0.5 0.5 0 0.5388 0.5716 0.6667 0.6416 0.5 0 

 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0.5 0.5 1 0.5388 0.5716 0.6667 0.6416 0.5 1 ↓ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Table 3. Behaviour of FMC3 models with only one intermediate value (0.5) in the 
ascending- and descending section of “magnetization” 

 x1 = 
x2 
= x3 
= x 

yZ yL yY 
w = 2 

yD 
α = 2 

yA yH 
ν = 2 

yDP 
α = 2 

ySS 
p = 2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ↑ 
0.5 0.5 0 0.134 0.6111 0.8201 0.8897 0.5 0 

 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0.5 0.5 1 0.8260 0.6111 0.8201 0.8897 0.5 1 ↓ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Table 4. Behaviour of FMC4 models with only one intermediate value (0.5) in the 
ascending- and descending section of “magnetization” 

 x1 = 
x2 
= x3= 
x4 = x 

yZ yL yY 
w = 
2 

yD 
α = 2 

yA yH 
ν = 2 

yDP 
α = 2 

ySS 
p = 2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ↑ 
0.5 0.5 0 0 0.6458 0.9204 0.9710 0.5 0 

 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0.5 0.5 1 1 0.6458 0.9204 0.9710 0.5 1 ↓ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Notations used in the tables: 

1. The values of stable states are written with bold, the values of quasistable 
states are written in italics.  

2. The lines marked with symbol “↑” contain the data of ascending, the lines 
marked with symbol “↓” contain the data of descending part 

The following consequences and additional tasks can be derived from the tables: 

1. Hysteresis-like beaviour corresponding the applied definition is found in all 
Lukasiewicz and Schweizer-Sklar, and the 3- and 4-input Yager models.  
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2. Only the Lukasiewicz Schweizer-Sklar models show stable-states at x = 0.5. 
The goal of refined simulation processes is to investigate, wether these models 
show quasistable states at different x values  

3. Also with refined simulations to be investigated the dependence of hysteresis 
on the parameters of the norms. 

4. Additional simulations are needed to investigate how the measure of hysteresis 
depends on the number of inputs. 

5. From the point of view of application the Lukasiewicz and Schweizer-Sklar 
models seem to be the most important. An additional task is to determine the 
breaking points of these hysteresis curves with mathematical analysis. 

In the following chapters and points of the paper these problems and questions will be 
solved and answered respectively. 

10. The Lukasiewicz and Schwezer-Sklar norm FMCns. 
In the following figures (Figures 1-5) the ascending- and descending curves of the 
FMCn models are shown, which have hyteresis-like behaviour.  

It can be seen that the measure of the Lukasiewicz norm is effectively zero, but the rest 
of the models verify expectations. It is true for them, that the greater the value of the 
measure of hysteresis the higher that of the number of inputs goes. Each curve can be 
considered to consist of seven sections, limited by the pairs of points 0-1, 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 
4-5, 5-6 and 6-0. There are several common properties of these sections as follows: 

• The state represented by the section 0-1 is the stable state y = 0. 

• The transitions between the states of section 1-2 are single step stable-stable 
transitions.  

• The transition from the stable state of point 2 to the state of point 3 is a multistep 
stable-stable transition. 

• The state represented by the sections 3-4 and 4-5 is the stable state y = 1. 

• The transition from the stable state of point 5 to the state of point 6 is a multistep 
stable-stable transition. 

• The state represented by the section 6-0 is the stable state y = 0. 

In the characteristics of the models given in Figure 1.a and 3.a, the points 0 and 1 are 
located to x = 0. (0-1 shrinks into one point at x = 0), and in the characteristic of the 
model given in Figure 5 the points 1 and 2 are located to the same value of x. 
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Figure 1. Characteristics of single input (a) and two-input (b) Lukasiewicz-norm FMCs 

 
Figure 2. Characteristics of 3 input (a) and 4 input (b) Lukasiewic- norm FMCs  

 
Figure 3. Characteristics of single input (a) and two-input (b) Shcweizer-Sklar-norm 

FMCs 
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Figure 4. Characteristics of 3 input (a) and 4 input (b) Shweizer-Skla- norm FMCs  

 
Figure 5. Characteristic of two-input Schweizer-Sklar-norm FMC with enhaced 

parameters  p = 4 and p = 8). 

11. Determination of the breaking points of the hysteresis curves of 
Lukasiewicz and Schweizer-Sklar models 

The breaking points of the hysteresis curves of the Lukasiewicz and Schweizer-Sklar 
FMCn models were determined by analysis and/or simulation. The results are shown in 
the following tables. (Tables 5-7.) Both the analysis and the simulation has shown that 
only the members of these two groups are free of the quasistatic states, i.e. exclusively 
single- and multi-step stable state transitions can be observed in their operation.  
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Table 5. Breaking points of the Lukasiewicz models 

 FMCL
1  FMCL

2  FMCL
3  FMCL

4  
x1 x2  y x1 x2  y x1 x2  y x1 x2  y 

0-1 0 1/2  x  0 1/2  0 0 2/3  0  0 3/4  0 
1-2 1/2   - 1/2 2/3 2x–1 2/3 3/4 3x–2 3/4 4/5 4x–3 
2-3  1/2  - 2/3 2/3  - 3/4 3/4  - 4/5 4/5  - 
3-4 1/2 1  1 2/3 1   1 3/4 1  1 4/5 1  1 
4-5  1 1/2  1  1 1/2  1 3/4 1/3  1 1 1/4  1 
5-6 1/2 1/2  - 1/2 1/2  - 1/3 1/3  - 1/4 1/4  - 
6-0 1/2 0  x 1/2 0  0 1/3 0  0 1/4 0  0 

Table 6. Breaking points of the 1 and 2 input Schweizer-Sklar models 

FMCSS
1 FMCSS

2  
x1 x2 y x1 x2 y 

0-1 0 √1/2 x 0 1/√2 0 
1-2 √1/2 - 1/√2 √(2/3) √(2x2–1) 
2-3 √1/2 - √(2/3) √(2/3) - 
3-4 √1/2 1 1 √(2/3) 1 1 
4-5 1 1–√1/2 1 1 1–1/√2 1 
5-6 1–√1/2 1–√1/2 - 1–1/√2 1–1/√2 - 
6-0 1–√1/2 0 0 1–1/√2 0 0 

Table 7. Breaking points of the 3 and 4 input Schweizer-Sklar models 

 FMCSS
3  FMCSS

4  
 x1 x2  y  x1 x2  y 

0-1  0 √(2/3)  0  0 √(3/4)  0 
1-2 √(2/3) √(3/4) √(3x2–2) √(3/4) √(4/5)  √(4x2–3) 
2-3 √(3/4) √(3/4)  - √(4/5) √(4/5)  - 
3-4 √(3/4) 1  1 √(4/5) 1  1 
4-5  1 1–√(2/3)  1  1 1–√(3/4)  1 
5-6 1–√(2/3) 1–√(2/3)  - 1–√(3/4) 1–√(3/4)  - 
6-0 1–√(2/3) 0  0 1–√(3/4) 0  0 

12. About the implementations of FMCn models  
The multi-step stable-stable state transitions render both synchronous and asynchronous 
implementations of FMCn models more difficult. The multi-step transitions demand 
more than one clock cycles in the synchronous, and multiple-delay time transitions in 
the asynchronous implementations. Since the appearing of a stable state after a multi-
step transition has to be detected, both solutions must contain a module, which detects 
the appearing of a stable states, i.e. it generates a signal, if two successive same-value 
states have appeared.  

If the hardware environment of the synchronous implementation is ordered under a 
global clock, The FMCn unit can communicate with its environment under the control of 
a global timing and control unit (an FSM, with control signals) 
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If the FMCn implementation is ordeder under a local-clock, the communication can be 
solved with the application of the classical four-phase return-to-zero hand-shaking, with 
with request and acknowledge input and output signals.  

An additional problem has to be solved in the case of the asynchronous implementation. 
Since the bit-vector representation of the fuzzy logic variables involves different delay-
time feed-back loops, critical race-situations can lead to a wrong operation. It means, 
that delay insensitive logic has to be applied, for example dual-rail combinational and 
register elements.  

The used formules for the various fuzzy intersection and union norms with the used 
parameter values are shown in the Appendix. 

13. Peculiar behaviour of the FMCn model with Zadeh-norms. 
The Zadeh-norm FMCn models have not hysteresis, but they show a very interesting 
property in their operation. If we analyze or simulate the model described by the 
expression 

y’ = FORZ( FANDZ(x1. . . xn), FANDZ(x1, y). . .FANDZ(xn, y)), 

the following state-transitions will be derived: 

• If it is true for the new input vector (x1,. . . xn) that min(x1,. . .xn) ≤ y ≤ max(x1, 
. . xn), then y’ = y, 

• If it is true for the new input vector (x1,. . . xn) that y ≤ min (x1, . . xn), then y’ = 
min (x1, . . xn),  

• If it is true for the new input vector (x1,. . . xn) that y ≥ max (x1, . . xn), then y’ = 
max (x1, . . xn). 

All state transitions are single input stable-stable type.  

The Zadeh-norm FMCZ
n can be described as a paragon of conservatism. If its present 

state is inside of the interval [min(x1,. . . xn), max(x1, . . . xn)] the state will not change. 
Otherwise, if the value of its present state is less than the minimum input value, the state 
will stick to the minimum-value input, but if the value of its present state is more then 
the maximum input value, the state will stick to the maximum-value input. Thus the 
FMCZ

n follows the changes on its input in a very conservative way.  

Conclusions 

Running the VHDL simulation for the FMC models, the classification of the observable 
states and the state transitions was successful. For the current states 0 < y < 1 the next 
states can be stable, quasistable and transient. The observable state transitions from a 
stable state y which is more than 0 and less than 1 can be classified as single step stable-
stable, multi step stable-stable and multi step stable-quasistable. Among the investigated 
fuzzy logic Muller-C models only the Lukasiewicz- and the Schweizer-Sklar-norm 
models have exclusively stable-stable state transiton hysteresis-like behaviour. The 
others do not show hysteresis, or many observed state transitions lead to quasistable 
states. The Zadeh-norm model does not have a hysteresis-like behaviour, but has 
different sorts of interesting properties. Through the multistep state-transitions, the 
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hardware-implementation of the Lukasiewicz and Schweizer-Sklar models, consisting of 
classical crisp logic elements, has to contain a special unit to ensure the detection of the 
stable states.  
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Appendix  

 
Author Intersection of a and b (FAND) Union of a, and b (FOR) 
Zadeh min( a, b ) max( a, b ) 
Lukasiewicz max( a+b-1, 0 ) min( a+b, 1) 

Yager 1–min[ 1, ((1–a) w + (1–b) w) 1/w ] 
0 < w <∞ w = 2* 

min( 1, (a w + b w) 1/w) 
0 < w <∞ w = 2* 

Hamacher ab/( r + (1–r)(a+b – ab)) 
 0 < r < ∞ r = 2* 

(a+b– (2–r)ab)/(1– (1–r)ab) 
0 < r < ∞ r = 2* 

Dombi 1/[1+((1/a –1)α +(1/a–-1)α) 1/α]  
0 < α < ∞ α = 2* 

1/[1+((1/a –1)-α +(1/a –1)-α) –1/α] 
0 < α < ∞ α = 2* 

Dubois-Prade ab/max(a, b, α) 
0 ≤ α ≤ 1 α = 0.5* 

(a+b–ab–min(a,b,1–α))/max(1–a,1–b,α) 
0 ≤ α ≤ 1 α = 0.5*  

Algebraic ab a+b – ab 

Schweizer-Sklar { max(0, a p + b p –1) } 1/p 

p≠0 p = 2, 4, 8* 
1– { max(0, (1–a) p +(1– b)p–1 } 1/p 

p≠0 p = 2, 4, 8* 
* Value of the parameter which were applied 


